
P7452
Bottle Limo
12 bottle rolling wine case is insulated and perfect 
for professionals. Inside has 6 detachable dividers to 
accommodate other items.

Size:  14½”W x 14”H x 10”D
Colors:  Black
Material:      600d Polyester

As Low As $92.00 (R)            

P7451
The Compact Bottle Limo
Six bottle rolling wine case is insulated and perfect for 
wine lovers or sales representatives. Dual in line skate 
wheels and pull up handle for easy transportation.

Size:  11½”W x 14”H x 7½”D
Colors:  Black
Material:      600d Polyester

As Low As $77.00 (R)   

Wine Bags For Every OccasionWine Bags For Every Occasion
Sales, Gifting, & AwardsSales, Gifting, & Awards
• All prices include one color imprint or deboss, whichever indicated  • All prices include one color imprint or deboss, whichever indicated  
• Set up: $43.75 (v) for one color imprint, $87.50 (v) for deboss• Set up: $43.75 (v) for one color imprint, $87.50 (v) for deboss

P7411
Single Bottle Wine Case
Foam padded and PEVA lined. On the front there is an open pocket for accessories. 
Finished with a top carry handle and an adjustable shoulder strap. 

Size:  13”H x 4”Diameter 
Colors:  Grey
Material:      Heatherred Polycanvas

As Low As $10.35 (R)   

P7412
Double Bottle Wine Case
Foam padded and PEVA lined. Dual wine bottle capacity with divider that can 
be pushed aside for larger bottles. Finished with a top carry handle and an 
adjustable shoulder strap.  

Size:  13 ½”H x 8”W x 4 ½”D 
Colors:  Grey
Material:      Heatherred Polycanvas

As Low As $13.43 (R)   

• All prices include one color imprint or deboss, whichever indicated  
• Set up: $43.75 (v) for one color imprint, $87.50 (v) for deboss

ASI 79384   PPAI 467131   UPIC PN467131   SAGE 68955

info@preferrednation.com
www.preferrednation.com

Download
User Friendly Flyer

http://www.preferrednation.com/Uploads/WebContent/DocDownload/Wine%20Bags%20for%20Every%20Occasion_Unbranded.pdf
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1061-P7411_Single_Bottle_Wine_Case.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1062-P7412_Double_Bottle_Wine_Case.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-381-P7451_7351_THE_COMPACT_BOTTLE_LIMO_Wine_Tote.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-382-P7452_7352_Bottle_Limo_Wine_Tote.aspx


P7301 Eco Single Bottle Wine Tote
This eco conscious wine tote is the perfect gift bag to 
compliment wine gifting. Made jute and nonwoven fabric.
Size:  3 ½”W x 12”H x 3 ½”D
Colors:  Black, Burgundy
Material:      Eco-friendly jute mixed with nonwoven fabric

As Low As $2.55 (R)

P7302 Eco Dual-Bottle Wine Tote
This eco conscious wine tote is the perfect gift bag to 
compliment wine gifting. Made jute and nonwoven fabric.
Size:  7”W x 12”H x 3 ½”D
Colors:  Black, Burgundy
Material:      Eco-friendly jute mixed with nonwoven fabric

As Low As $3.75 (R)

P7304 Eco Four-Bottle Wine Tote
This eco conscious wine tote is the perfect gift bag to 
compliment wine gifting. Made jute and nonwoven fabric.
Size:  7”W x 12”H x 6 ½”D
Colors:  Black, Burgundy
Material:      Eco-friendly jute mixed with nonwoven fabric

As Low As $5.75 (R)

P7448 Wine-to-go Tote Cooler
Enjoy your wine anywhere in style with this wine carrying case. The cooler keeps 
your wine chilled and  accommodates a wine bottle and two glasses.

Size:  8½”W x 12¾”H x 4”D
Colors:  Black   
Material:      600D polyester
     
As Low As $21.08 (R)

http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1030-P7301_ECO_Single_Bottle_Wine_Tote.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1031-P7302_ECO_DualBottle_Wine_Tote.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1032-P7304_ECO_FourBottle_Wine_Tote.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-749-P7448_Winetogo_Tote_cooler.aspx


P7468 Vino Wine Tote  
A clever case that perfect for brining wine to the party. The 
cooler keeps your wine chilled and accommodates two wine 
bottles ,four glasses, and dining utensils.

Size:  12”W x 14”H x 4”D
Colors:  Black
Material:      420D Jacquard mixed with 600D Polyester

As Low As $27.11 (R)                           

P7063
Single Bottle Wine Bag
Make a great impression with this leather wine bag. 
 
Size:  12 ½”H x 3 ½”W x 3 ½”D
Colors:  Black, Cognac
Material:      Rich Columbian Leather

As Low As $33.00 (R)

P7069
The Vineyard (2 Bottles)
Rich wooden frame wrapped in bonded leather with a plush lined 
interior, this wine case is the perfect mix of utility and luxury.

Size:  7 ½” x 13”H x 3 ½”D
Colors:  Black, Cognac
Material:      Rich top grain Leather

As Low As $51.25 (R)       
Deboss

Deboss

P7415 Watson 6 Bottle Wine Cooler  
Designed as an all-in-one cooler and wine bag. It comes fully insulated and has 
a 6-bottle divider. The dividers are secured by velcro and can easily be detached 
for larger bottles or completely removed to become a 30-can cooler that is PEVA 
lined and heat sealed. 

Size:  10 ½”W x 13”H x 7”D
Colors:  Grey
Material:      Heathered Polycanvas

As Low As $25.65 (R)                           

http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1094-P7415_Watson_6_Bottle_Wine_Cooler.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-855-p7468_Vino_Wine_Tote.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-1033-P7063_Single_Bottle_Wine_Bag.aspx
http://www.preferrednation.com/Main/default/p-853-P7069_The_Vineyard_2_Bottles.aspx



